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Introduction
Super Geek Heroes is the only series that teaches and supports ALL SEVEN Early
Years Foundation Stage (EYFS) development areas through the creation of
pre-qualified animated characters.
Children interact and mimic the superhero characters. Repetition in each learning
episode helps retain the content. Educational activities linked to each episode help
teachers and parents to engage and have fun too.
Narrated by children, the characters are easy for children to relate to making Super
Geek Heroes suited to all pre-schoolers.
With its unique look and feel, Super Geek Heroes utilises 28 learning missions and 22
extended episodes created within season one, 14 read-aloud videos produced to date
within series two… an extensive library of educational fun fact sheets and tool kit
containing posters, certificates and badges to reward children’s achievements available
within an educators curriculum production called Super Geek Island.
…plus the 14 illustrated ebooks detailed in this publishing deck, which also afford a unique
opportunity to potential print publishing partnerships, as well as audio book platforms.
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Target Audience …

for boys
and girls
aged 2-6

The series focuses on curricular areas such as health, literacy,
numeracy and social-emotional development encouraging children to
interact in a fun way with the content as they watch and read.
The contents of this publishing deck are protected by copyright.
Super Geek Heroes is a registered trademark of Yellow Spot Productions Limited
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Super Geek
Heroes
inspire……
Super Geek
Heroes
inspire
We help build
confidence!

Ready to
learn?

CHILDREN INTERACT AND
MIMIC THE SUPERHEROES
REPETITION HELPS RETAIN
THE LEARNING CONTENT
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES
HELP PARENTS TO ENGAGE AND
HAVE FUN TOO

The contents of this publishing deck are protected by copyright.
Super Geek Heroes is a registered trademark of Yellow Spot Productions Limited
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Reach…
GlobalGlobal
reach
…

Super Geek Heroes continue to attract established platform partners all around
the world, making the brand well known by the company it keeps in… 196
COUNTRIES!
The contents of this publishing deck are protected by copyright.
Super Geek Heroes is a registered trademark of Yellow Spot Productions Limited
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Meet the Super Geek Heroes…
(EAD)

RED

(PD)

(M)

ORANGE YELLOW

(UTW)

(L)

(PSED)

(C&L)

GREEN

BLUE

PINK

PURPLE

Ronnie Ant Millie Peter Jake
Suzi Vicky
Rock Active Maths Planet Jotter Smiles Voice

The characters, colours and acronyms are shown above in order of their
learning missions (the colours of the rainbow). Each character is aligned
with ‘Prime’ and ‘Specific’ EYFS Curriculum development areas.
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Ronnie Rock …
1

2

3

Expressive Arts & Design
Ronnie helps children to take part in music by playing any musical
instrument, then getting them to sing-a-long and dance.
He’s very creative and fabulous at art so helps children to draw
and paint by clicking his fingers to produce his magic paint brush.
Ronnie always encourages children to use their imagination and
teams up with Millie Maths to explain colours and create different
shaped objects.
Helping children to be creative is as much about encouraging
attitudes of curiosity and questioning as about skills or techniques.
Expressive arts and design is about how children develop their
imaginations by exploring art, music, drama and play.
TM
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Ant Active …
5
Physical Development

6
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Ant is very athletic, full of energy and he’s always on the go!
He’s a first class sports coach and teaches children how to
look after themselves by exercising through play and eating
healthy foods.
Ant Teams up with Suzi Smiles to explain the importance of
personal hygiene and looking after yourself.
Physical Development is about how young children gain control
of their bodies, but it also includes how children learn about
keeping themselves active and healthy and how they learn to
use equipment and materials successfully and safely.
TM
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Millie Maths …
9
Mathematics

10

11

Millie is a super smart little girl and has a cute smile with
an adorable gap between her front teeth.
She helps children to solve mathematical problems, make
shapes and measure things.
Millie teams up with Ronnie Rock to explain colours and
create different shaped objects.
Helping children to enjoy mathematics is probably one of
the most important things that adults can do to help
children realise that mathematics is a way of finding
things out and solving problems.
TM
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Peter Planet …
13

Understanding the World
Peter is a weather expert, he knows all about the seasons and everything
that grows and lives on planet Earth.
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He is very knowledgeable about science, space travel and the Solar System
and is able to fly around at lightning speed on his solar powered hoverboard.
Peter also communicates directly with Vicky Voice using his watch and cool
futuristic head goggles to transmit events around the world.
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Understanding of the world is about how children get to know about other
people, the place where they live and about all aspects of the environment.
Finding out about the world around them is what young children do very
effectively when they investigate by touching, holding or pressing things
and by climbing on and jumping off things. As they get older they love to
explore and investigate how and why things work and to test out their
ideas of what will happen if they do a particular thing.
TM
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Jake Jotter …
17

18

19

Literacy

Jake is a knowledgeable, cheeky chap who likes to
help children improve their reading and writing.
He carries a special jotter with him, so he’s always
ready to take notes and teams up with Vicky Voice to
introduce new words phonetically for children to
learn.
Being literate is essential in almost every aspect of
adult life, whether we are planning a holiday, selecting
a TV programme or delivering parcels.
Literacy is often thought of as the ability ‘to read
and write’ but it also includes being able to speak and
listen.
TM
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Suzi Smiles …
21

22

23

Personal, Social & Emotional
Development
Suzi is a considerate, loving, upbeat and helpful little girl and is
positioned to help strengthen and support children’s emotional
health and intelligence.
She’s always smiling and likes to help children when they need love
and support. Suzi recognises the everyday things around her and
carries her comfort bear, who helps to build self confidence and
awareness.
Research shows that PSED can have a lifelong effect on children’s
behaviours, relationships, physical and emotional well-being as well
as the success they have in school. Suzi will help kids to express
what they are feeling and teach them simple strategies for
expressing and managing their feelings.
TM
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Vicky Voice …
25

26

27

Communication & Language
Vicky is super bright and is excellent at communicating the phonic
alphabet in a positive tone helping children to speak clearly.
She’s fluent in every language across the world and teams up with
Jake Jotter to introduce new words. Vicky also communicates
directly with Peter Planet using her watch to help transmit events
that are happening around the world.
Communication and language are instilled in us as social beings and
we are ready for communicating right from birth. From the first
moments after birth babies prefer their mother’s voice above all
others.
Communicating seems to be an in-built drive - and the ways we
communicate rely as much on non-verbal means as on spoken
communication.
TM
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Picture Books
Fourteen early years picture books in eBook format (audio recordings for each ebook are available
too), with opportunity for print, introducing the new Super Geek Heroes World. Each adventure story
features one of the characters taking the lead role and delivers a core message related to the key
development area within the ‘Early Years Foundation Stage’ in a fun and engaging way.

Facts & Learning Developments;
- discovering elements within each key learning development area
- introducing animals, insects and everyday objects
- keeping things tidy, being polite, making promises
- using nursery items & playthings as props
- having fun with learning missions in the Super Geek Heroes “World”
The contents of this publishing deck are protected by copyright.
Super Geek Heroes is a registered trademark of Yellow Spot Productions Limited
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Overview …
Each adventure starts with the Super Geek Heroes arriving at
super school. The books focus on one of the character’s
learning developments..
Once inside their classroom they discover a new mystery to
solve and one of the characters leads a mission to learn. To
help solve the mission they enter a lift that transports them to
a secret mission control room above the school. They use the
control monitor to scan the surrounding area.
Someone has been up to mischief! Mission Control doubles as a
super ship to take the seven friends on amazing journeys to
solve each mystery. The missions are always accomplished
and end with a learning message. The Super Geek Heroes
say their goodbyes as they race out of super school.

Encourages interactive play
inside the Super Geek Heroes
World…
The contents of this publishing deck are protected by copyright.
Super Geek Heroes is a registered trademark of Yellow Spot Productions Limited
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Synopsis …
Book 1 - Ronnie’s Rocket Guitar Mission

It’s music day at Super School and Ronnie Rock
is preparing a surprise musical performance for
his friends. But he cannot find his special guitar.
Where can it be? And what does the rainbow
over super school have to reveal? Can the Super
Geek Heroes solve the mystery of Ronnie’s
missing guitar?
Book 2 - Ant’s Apple Core Mission

It’s sports day at Super School and Ant Active is
very excited. He champions healthy food and
exercise and just loves playing sports. Ant should be
taking part in the running race but something else
steals the limelight. He heads off to tell his friends.
Can Ant and the other Super Geek Heroes solve
the mystery of the thieving bog bugs?
The contents of this publishing deck are protected by copyright.
Super Geek Heroes is a registered trademark of Yellow Spot Productions Limited
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Synopsis …
Book 3 - Millie’s Number Nine Mission

It’s numbers day at Super School and Millie
Maths is super-excited. She’s a mathematics
expert and just loves shapes and numbers. Millie
notices that the school’s clock keeps telling the
wrong time. She heads off to tell her friends. Can
Millie and the other Super Geek Heroes solve the
mystery of the broken clock face?

Book 4 - Peter’s Super Space Mission

It’s science day at Super School and Peter
Planet is very excited. He understands the world
and just loves exploring space. Peter looks up to
the sky and notices that the moon is moving in a
strange way. He heads off to tell his friends.
Can Peter and the other Super Geek Heroes
solve the mystery of the bouncing moon?
The contents of this publishing deck are protected by copyright.
Super Geek Heroes is a registered trademark of Yellow Spot Productions Limited
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Synopsis …
Book 5 - Jake’s Missing Letters Mission

It’s “National Book Day” at Super School and Jake
Jotter is very excited. He’s a literacy expert and
just loves reading. Jake sees a book he likes and
when his back is turned it disappears. He heads off
to tell his friends. Can Jake and the other Super
Geek Heroes solve the mystery of the missing book?

Book 6 - Vicky’s Violet Vowels Mission

It’s a sunny day at Super School and Vicky Voice
is very excited because she’s been practising the
alphabet. Today, she will recite all the letters of
the alphabet in front of her classmates. She’s
quite nervous and something is wrong! Can Vicky
and the Super Geek Heroes solve the mystery of
the violet vowels?
The contents of this publishing deck are protected by copyright.
Super Geek Heroes is a registered trademark of Yellow Spot Productions Limited
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Synopsis …
Book 7 - Suzi’s Scare Bear Mission

It’s ‘show and tell’ day at Super School and Suzi
Smiles is very excited. She loves helping people and
uses her special cards to learn how we are feeling.
Suzi’s teddy bear helps to make people feel happy
but something has made the bear feel very
scared. Can Suzi and the other Super Geek
Heroes solve the mystery of the unhappy bear?
Book 8 - Suzi’s Helpful Heroes Mission

It’s ‘Dressing Up’ day at Super School and Suzi
Smiles is very excited, as always. She loves exploring
her toy box to find different dressing-up costumes
to wear. Today she is showcasing ‘people who help
us’. Something is having a strange affect on the toy
box, as she changes into different costumes. Can the
Super Geek Heroes solve the mystery of the helpful
heroes?
The contents of this publishing deck are protected by copyright.
Super Geek Heroes is a registered trademark of Yellow Spot Productions Limited
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Synopsis …
Book 9 - Vicky’s Busy Bee Mission

It’s a sunny day at Super School and Vicky Voice
is very excited. She’s always practising her letters
and today she will recite the alphabet in front of
her classmates. There’s a loud buzzing sound
outside school and one of letters of the alphabet
has gone missing! Who will help the Super Geek
Heroes solve the mystery of the busy bees?

Book 10 - Jake’s Pigeon Poem Mission

There’s a writing competition in Super School today
and Jake Jotter is feeling very nervous. He’s never
won a writing competition and he’s struggling to
think of a great idea for his next super-story. Can
the Super Geek Heroes and a pigeon help Jake to
find the inspiration he needs to come up with a
winning idea?
The contents of this publishing deck are protected by copyright.
Super Geek Heroes is a registered trademark of Yellow Spot Productions Limited
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Synopsis …
Book 11 - Peter’s Polar Puzzle Mission

It’s “geography day” at Super School and Peter
Planet is looking forward to exploring the
continents of the world. The lesson starts and a
cry for help, from the local zoo, alerts the Super
Geek Heroes to another learning mission. Can Peter
and his friends help the penguins and the polar
bears by solving the puzzle of the polar opposites?

Book 12 - Millie’s Fraction Frog Mission

It’s ‘fractions’ day at Super School and Millie Maths
is very excited. She loves helping people with number
solutions and today will be all about learning
fractions. But there appears to be a problem… one
of the fractions has disappeared. Can a frog really
help Millie and the other Super Geek Heroes solve
this strange mathematical mystery?
The contents of this publishing deck are protected by copyright.
Super Geek Heroes is a registered trademark of Yellow Spot Productions Limited
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Synopsis …
Book 13 - Ant’s Super Germs Mission

It’s Health Day at Super School and Ant Active is
very excited about sharing his knowledge of
nutritious food. Two of his friends have strange
looking spots appearing on their faces. Can Ant and
the remaining germ-free Super Geek Heroes solve
the mystery of the infectious Super Germs?

Book 14 - Ronnie’s Unruly Raccoon Mission

It’s art day at Super School and Ronnie Rock is
looking forward to using his brand new paint brush.
He can’t wait to use the bright colours in his magic
paint set too. But why has the classroom been
painted in dull shades of grey? Could a meddlesome
raccoon have anything to do with it… and can the
Super Geek Heroes solve the mystery?
The contents of this publishing deck are protected by copyright.
Super Geek Heroes is a registered trademark of Yellow Spot Productions Limited
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Audio Books

The series also boasts a catalogue of 14 audio books narrated by children’s author and creator of
the Super Geek Heroes, David Lawrence Jones. Audio books 1 to 7 are available February 2022, and
audio books 8 to 14 are in production with a planned release date April 2022. Each audio book will
encourage the audience to engage with each storyline by listening along to the books.
The contents of this publishing deck are protected by copyright.
Super Geek Heroes is a registered trademark of Yellow Spot Productions Limited
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Background
We have a great team of dedicated educators, authors and app developers, who are passionate about creating fun,
entertaining, learning experiences for children, parents/carers and teachers. A unique collaboration has enabled Super
Geek Heroes to appeal to early years settings and home learning environments. Please allow us to introduce the
contributing author, who has written the Super Geek Heroes picture books;
David Lawrence Jones is a published author of children’s
books and creator of the Super Geek Heroes animated
edutainment series, activities and books. David has worked
within the early years and primary sector for the past
eleven years, helping children and supporting teaching staff
with literacy based activities in schools. School consultations
with teaching staff and feedback from parents, led him to
create the Super Geek Heroes series to help children
develop their learning skills across all seven EYFS
development areas for both 30-50 and 40-60 age groups.
David has ensured all seven characters interact with children
within a familiar nursery setting called “Super School”,
where educational messaging represents the seven
development areas of EYFS. David is also a chancellor for
the Children’s University in the South West, based at
Plymouth University, working closely with learning providers
and activity leaders to offer children the widest variety of
opportunities. David also works as an ambassador for Kids
Out, supporting disadvantaged children to achieve positive
experiences in life.

The contents of this publishing deck are protected by copyright.
Super Geek Heroes is a registered trademark of Yellow Spot Productions Limited
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MakingContact
contact …

Denise Deane

Max Deane

Email: denise@edutainmentlicensing.com

Email: max@edutainmentlicensing.com

Tel: +44 (0)7976 242949

Tel: +44 (0)7969 969426

www.edutainmentlicensing.com

The contents of this publishing deck are protected by copyright.
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